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Abstract
In the twenty-first century, the cultivation of innovative thinking has become the theme of higher education. Governments are also gradually paying attention to the cultivation of innovative thinking. This study explores the status of research on innovative thinking of art majors in universities and tries to explore the relationship between innovative thinking of art majors and learning motivation and classroom environment, and whether gender as a moderating variable has an impact on it. Through the survey and empirical analysis of many art majors, it was found that there are gender differences in the influence of learning motivation and classroom environment on innovative thinking. The results suggest that gender plays an important role in the development of innovative thinking among art major college students. This study provides in-depth thinking from a gender perspective for the education of art majors and makes certain suggestions for educational practice. This study is a purely quantitative study. The study will use questionnaire survey method to investigate the art majors’ university students.
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Introduction
The importance of innovation, considered as a pioneer of competition and progress, is increasing (Sevinç & Uyangör, 2020). To adapt to the new situation, China has proposed an innovation-driven development strategy in recent years. It requires new ideas, new designs and new strategies, scientific and technological innovations, especially a group of innovative talents with innovative spirit, attitude, ability and knowledge. It puts higher demands on the innovation ability for society, enterprises and talents.

In February 2011, the U.S. National Economic Council, Council of Economic Advisers, and Office of Science and Technology Policy jointly released the U.S. National Innovation Strategy - Ensuring Our Economic Growth and Prosperity, a government report that highlights the importance of innovation in the 21st century (Zhao, 2012). Uzbek scholars J.G. Yuldashev, R.Y. Vilensky believe that the essence of innovation in higher education is determined by the
nature of innovation, the professionalism of educators, the innovative activity of innovators and participants (Istamovna & Rakhimovich, 2019). Educational measures in their countries revolve around innovative activity (Kholikova, 2021).

Higher education is one of the driving forces of national development. In the face of the increasingly competitive international society in the current economic era, it is urgent to strengthen the cultivation of talents, especially the cultivation of innovative talents. For the cultivation of innovation ability of students in colleges and universities, the cultivation of innovation consciousness of students is of great significance to researchers and professionals in higher education (Xu & Chen, 2010).

To cultivate students' creative thinking ability is now facing educator's social challenges, to be imperative to stimulate students' innovative thinking cultivation (Sun, Yu, & Wang, 2014). University students have an active mind, professional knowledge, motivation and a good classroom environment. The art profession requires innovative thinking to express the inner world of students, therefore, innovative thinking is one of the indispensable factors for the creative role of art students (Mirzahamdamovna et al., 2021).

The arts are excellent vehicles for fostering thinking because they provide a sensory anchor (one can focus on a physical object as one thinks), they are instantly accessible, they engage us and sustain our attention, and they encourage rich connections (Moga et al., 2000). In order to make innovative breakthroughs in the field of art, art students need to go beyond traditional ideas and methods and demand new ways of expression and artistic language. Creative thinking enables art students to provide unique ideas that allow them to communicate their artistic concepts through novel perspectives and viewpoints.

In recent years, social innovation has had an increasing impact in all aspects. Innovative talents have become indispensable competitiveness in society. The source of innovation is innovative thinking, and fostering innovative thinking among contemporary college students is more conducive to promoting the progress and development of society (Deng et al., 2022). Firstly, research on creative thinking has focused on the age group of children and adolescents. There is less research on innovative thinking among university students specializing in fine arts, and the United Nations has advocated for a high-quality higher education system to prepare for innovation (Kholikova, 2021). Then, most of the researchers studying innovative thinking have focused on other professions, and not much has been written about innovative thinking among art students. Relative to primary and secondary school students, the gender gap in innovative thinking of university-level art specialists is gradually narrowing, but there are significant differences (Ülger & Morsünbü, 2016). Finally, the researcher found that there is still a lack of information on this aspect of the relationship between art knowledge, motivation and classroom environment and creative thinking.

**Literature Review**

Countries around the world attach great importance to the construction of higher education innovation system, countries are stepping up the deployment of innovation development strategy and higher education innovation promotion strategy, as a strong support for the construction of the national innovation system, to seize the first opportunity for the future economic and scientific and technological development (Zhang & Zheng, 2017).

Innovative education has become a central staple of the 21st century. Educators should not only develop students' creative abilities, but also use effective teaching models to inspire creative thinking (Xing et al., 2021). Artistic creation has a unique advantage in cultivating the
creative ability and thinking of talents. Therefore, colleges and universities must strengthen the cultivation of creative ability of artistic creation of talents.

Innovative thinking is a way of thinking that enables a person to come up with new and original compositions, to find a new language for painting. Innovative thinking processes are present in all emotional and intellectual activities, as well as in all kinds of studies and professions. Innovative thinking is the basis of the fields of art, science, philosophy and technology, and it improves our ability to adapt to our environment and conditions (Avci & Durak, 2023).

Innovative thinking is a non-traditional, unique way of thinking and problem solving that emphasizes going beyond traditional modes of thinking to find new perspectives, approaches and solutions to challenges and opportunities. Creative thinking is a mental process that stimulates the achievement of new results and a cognitive process that applies new or significantly improved ideas (Barak et al., 2020; Copley, 2015). The university level is the best stage for students to develop innovative thinking, and universities are in a position to produce students with strong innovative thinking (Barak et al., 2020; Barak & Usher, 2019; Copley, 2015). Creative thinking has become an important area of research in disciplines such as psychology, education, management, and computing.

It is well known that the fine arts have taught mankind to work, to think, to create, to pursue beauty and to create a beautiful, beautiful spiritual world within it. But fine art is not limited to this. Fine art knowledge refers to the body of knowledge related to art, including but not limited to art history, art theory, art techniques, art aesthetics, art education, etc. (Hirst, 1973). It provides a rich theoretical foundation for art creation. It covers all aspects of visual arts such as painting, sculpture, photography, architecture and so on (Li, 2004). Art knowledge helps people to understand the content and expression of art works, and to better appreciate and evaluate art works. For those who are engaged in art creation, art education and art history research, art knowledge is even more essential basic knowledge (Li, 2004). Today, it is well known that the fine arts have created a high level of wisdom, profound knowledge and thinking, a good life and faith for people and societies. Observations and scientific studies have also shown that the fine arts have not only given young people science and reflection and beautiful aesthetic ideals but have also developed the most important aspects of human beings, i.e., observation, vision, perception, and reflection. It is proved to be the main and primary engine (Mukhiba, 2020).

In this study, the factor closely related to creative thinking was motivation to learn. Furthermore, motivation has been identified as a significant predictor of learning. Motivation is one of the important factors that show students' willingness, needs and desires in learning and personal processes (Bergin & Reilly, 2005).

Motivation for learning refers to the intrinsic drive and willingness of an individual to engage in the learning process. It involves the individual's desires, goals, expectations and interests that drive students to actively engage in learning activities and pursue the acquisition and application of knowledge and skills. Zimmerman (2008) states that the factors that drive and inhibit student learning are important to students. Learning motivation is the primary motivator to start learning and is the most powerful determinant of student success in school (Ariani, 2017). Urdan and Schoenfelder (2006) showed that the learning motivation is multiply determined and reflect the complex interaction of a few personal and situational factors.

Kim and Lee (2018) argued that motivation for innovative behavior leads to individual differences in innovative behavior. The motivation of art students is crucial to the development of innovative thinking. When students have a strong intrinsic motivation, they
will get the initiative and enjoyment of the car system in art creation and are more likely to form innovative thinking. Students' motivation is more conducive to their creative works, which can promote them to actively participate in art creation, actively explore the language of painting and try new painting styles, to cultivate and develop innovative thinking.

Classroom environment refers to the physical and social environment inside and outside the classroom, including factors such as spatial layout, resources and facilities, teacher-student interactions, and inter-student interactions. The cultivation of creative thinking not only depends on students' individual abilities but is also closely related to the classroom environment. As an important place for students to learn, the classroom environment can actively promote creative thinking by creating an appropriate atmosphere and providing relevant instructional strategies. Fine arts students' perception of an innovative environment affects learning motivation and behavior, which in turn affects creativity and innovative thinking (Cai et al., 2015). Therefore, establishing an innovative environment is very important for developing creativity.

While the classroom environment is a subtle concept, there are issues and factors that affect students' creative thinking (Ariani, 2017). The social context of the classroom environment includes teacher-student interactions and interactions between students. Teachers' roles, teaching styles, attitudes and behaviors are crucial in creating a positive social environment. Positive teacher-student interactions that encourage students to participate in discussions, ask questions and share can promote student motivation.

Gender is a term referring to the two sex categories of male and female. The concept is shaped by social and cultural factors, encompassing both psychological and sociocultural aspects of inherited sex. Gender is intricately linked to the way individuals think, act, and reason (Peretomode & Bello, 2018). Hong et al (2013) emphasizes the significance of comprehending gender differences in innovative thinking skills for research. While the research on gender and innovation is not extensively covered, some influential studies in related fields have been conducted. Some studies have reported significant differences between men's and women's selves in terms of motivation and innovative thinking (Puspitaningrum et al., 2021; Ramdani & Yustiqvar, 2021; Simanjuntak et al., 2020; Spinath et al., 2018), while others have failed to find any correlation between the two (Charyton et al., 2008).

It has been found that due to the differences in the educational styles and upbringing of boys and girls, boys and girls are motivated to learn differently (Simanjuntak, Hia, & Manurung, 2020). According to the research table there is a significant difference in intrinsic motivation between boys and girls (Spinath, Eckert, & Steinmayr, 2018). Researchers measuring male and female students' learning motivation for online learning have found significant differences, with the mean score for female students' learning motivation being significantly higher than the mean score for male students' learning motivation (Puspitaningrum, Prodjosantoso, & Pulungan, 2021). Ramdani et al.'s study showed differences in thinking between boys and girls (Ramdani & Yustiqvar, 2021). Conversely, Charyton, Basham, and Elliot (2008) reported that there were no notable gender differences among college students in general creativity assessments.

Conceptual Framework

The conceptual framework for this study was developed through an extensive literature review. Yamauchi et al (2017) defined the map-led research enquiry process as a conceptual framework. The conceptual framework in research design is significant because it is the
foundational element that ensures seamless execution of the research process (Kivunja, 2018). The literature review emphasized the importance of gender as a moderating variable in fostering innovative thinking as a key determinant of student progress. Students' learning motivation and the classroom environment together contribute significantly to the development of innovative thinking. This study will use a quantitative approach to investigate whether learning motivation and classroom environment are related to innovative thinking; and whether gender, as a moderating variable of learning motivation and innovative thinking, moderates the relationship between them. The hypothesized model is based on the conceptual framework and addresses the relationship between the variables. The hypotheses have been presented in the first chapter of this study. The conceptual framework of this study is shown below:

![Figure 3.0: Conceptual Framework](image)

**Methodology**
This method is well suited for collecting enough data from a large enough sample to test research hypotheses and generalize the sample results to the intended population. The research subjects in this study were students majoring in Fine Arts from a public university in Changzhi City, Shanxi Province, who volunteered to participate in the study. The scales for this study were taken from well-established questionnaires.
Determin the population, sample and sampling method

Obtaining permission from fine arts administrators and lecturers in higher education institutions

Identified the sampling frame of the study.

Run pilot study

Actual data collection
The sample size for each grade level was calculated through stratified sampling, and then respondents were selected

Briefed lecturers & students about the research

Students completed questionnaire.

Questionnaire cllection

---

Figure 3.1 Data Collection Procedure
A research paradigm is a belief system, a worldview, which guides research and practice in a particular field (Willis, 2007). This study is based on positivism for research and its objectivity in collecting data through multiple cases. Positivism rejects empirical or universal concepts and believes that there is only one objective truth. This study tested the relationship between the independent and dependent variables by using a questionnaire and the researcher was limited to collecting data. In this study, data were collected through the distribution of questionnaires, which were converted into numerical form by the researcher after the completion of the questionnaire collection so that the data could be counted and analyzed.

The overall design of the research
In this study, data will be collected at a university in Changzhi City, Shanxi Province, China. Changzhi City in Shanxi Province is a prefecture-level city in central China. The city has a total population of 3,142,000 and there are six higher education schools. Universities in China are divided into two categories: public universities and private universities. Changzhi University, as a public university, whose students are selected through a unified examination organised by the state, can basically represent the current situation of Chinese universities. At the same time, Changzhi University is a comprehensive university, representing the admission requirements, academic level and student quality of Chinese comprehensive universities.
Population refers to individuals in a devoted group of people contributing to the assumptions of research findings (Ary et al., 2013). The population of this study was the fine arts students of Changzhi University, who entered higher education by taking the college entrance examination. Due to time and financial issues, the sub-study could not cover all fine arts students in higher education institutions. The study redefined the sample size of this study as students of the Fine Arts Department of Changzhi University in Changzhi City, Shanxi Province. There are four grades in the Fine Arts Department, which is divided into two majors, namely, no words education major and visual communication major.

\[ n = \frac{n_0}{1 + \frac{n_0}{N}} \]

A formula will be used to derive the sample size needed for this study. Established rules in previous academic literature guide the estimation of minimum sample sizes to ensure adequate statistical power for data analysis. To this study, a margin of error of 5% and a confidence level of 95% were considered acceptable. According to Creswell (2012), a sample size is a small portion of the population that provides an adequate estimate of the population’s characteristics. The sample size suggested by Cochran (1977) was used in this study and as stated by Salkind (2018), the sample size is sufficient to minimize the associated error and again helps to address the issue of non-returned questionnaires or incomplete responses.

**Conclusion**

Studying the impact of students' motivation and classroom environment on innovative thinking can optimize educational reform, promote the optimization of the teaching system and teaching methods, and push educational reform to better meet students' needs. Based on the results of the study, teachers can adjust their teaching strategies to better stimulate students' innovative thinking. Through this study, teachers can better understand that different students have different sensitivities to these factors, so that they can implement personalized education methods to meet the learning needs of different students.
Through an in-depth understanding of the formation process and influencing factors of innovative thinking, teachers can cultivate innovative talents in a more targeted manner to meet the social demand for talents with innovative thinking. At the same time, through this research to cultivate students with innovative thinking, to promote industrial innovation and economic development.
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